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Absiract
The regenerative
extraction
system with the
electromagnetic
channel is used in the JINR phasotron
at present time. The extraction
efficiency
of 5%
is determined by the septum thickness which is about
5 mtn. It is suggested to supplement the extraction
system with an electrostatic
deflector,
which will
provide
additional
orbit
separation
by this value,
and thus to increase the extraction
efficiency
to
90%. The paper reports
the results
of the computer
system.
simulation
of the beam dynamics in this
Two elements are now used to build-up
radial
in the region
of final
oscillations
of particles
a peeler (P) and a
radii
of the accelerator
regenerator
(I?).
Their main parameters were chosen
in
/I I. The study of the regenerative
extraction
system
showed that the necessary build-up
of the
is provided
without
changing
radial
oscillations
The experithe axial
dimension of the beam
particle
mentally
obtained
extraction
efficiency
was ce 50%
To increase
the efficiency
of beam jumping
the electrostatic
in the EMC, a new element
deflector
(FSC)
- is supposed to be added to the
for the regeneextraction
system. The calculation3
rative extraction
system3 of synchrocyclotrons
UppsalaSC
and Orsay-Sc
showed that an element like
this
can increase
the beam extraction
efficiency
=Z 60% for radial
amplitudes
to -95%
instead of
It is evident
of not more than several millimetree.
electrostatic
deflecthat the parameters
of the

tor and its position
in the extraction
system play
this
efficiency.
an important
part
in achieving
For example, at Uppsala-Sc it is placed in front
;~s~helspeel~z;~;
g&",$lf=E;;A
y-tyg;;fradial
aperture
is
A r=5 sm. The channel radiui
is R=I23 cm, the high-voltage
electrode
potential
is V=60 kV. At Orsay-Sc the electrostatic
deflector
channel
was planned to be in front of +hc extraction
current section and to have the following parameters:
mm.
@+=16", R=I40 cm, V=83 kV, Ar=I5
1=10 cm,
The problem of finding
the parameters of
the electrostatic
deflector
for the JINX? phasotron
was solved by several steps. First there were some
theoretical
estimations.
trajectory
in the
Let
p(e)
be t.he particle
last turn. The transverse
momentum ApL
acquired
by the particle
at length
1 of the electrostatic
along
the elec:ric
field
end directed
deflector
is

eEL
.Pc

A/'&=-

Ii is the electri::
where e is the electron charge,
is the speed of light,
9 = v/c,
field strength,
c
v is the particle
velocity.
For 1=43 cm, E=50 ki'/cm
and kinetic
energy 662 MeV the particle
trajectory
rotation 3ngle is
APL
-T-

0

where p
is the particle
Deviatioa of the particle
one at the ESC outlet is
A

9

= &.1/2

=

2.6 mrd

)

momentum at the EX! inlet.
trajectory
from the initial
=

0.6 ml .

For simplicity,
it is assumed that the electric
field
is uniform along the electrostatic
deflector.
Let us estimate possible azimuthal positions
of the EC bearing in mind that the EMC inlet
is
(see Fig. I), where
e-ch =I"
at the azimuth
CLq mm.
the increase in turn separation
must be
Let us assume that in the first
approximation
the particle
trajectory
change after passing through
the ESC is a sinusoid.
Then, considering
that the
is
close
of free
radial
oscillation3
frequency
to one, we obtain for the new trajectory

T(@) L=J(d
FYI& I.

Lay-out of the JINR pha3otron extraotion
system with the electrostatic
deflector.

+ CR*)+kin

(e -h)

is the unknown azimuth corresponding
where 0
R is the deflector
radius.
the centze of EX,

to
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Since
$1)
ii&
0

c49.5"

A

9

= -(ech)!:
and *wo

f(ech)

= 4 mn, we obtain

e 130.5"

at

A(

3, and

-310.5'

and +)
e229.5"
at d>
C.
0 are prefer'The azimuth values at
able, because they correspond to the negative potenplates.
Thus, its
maximum
tial
of the deflector
and operation
permissible
value
ran be increased
The possibilities
of instalstability
ensured
ling the ESC inside
the dee of the JINR phasotron
was already
discussed
in connection
with the pro!ect of electrostatic
beam extraction
191. As seen
below, in our case the problem becomes much simpler
smaller azimuthal
length of the
owing to a much
beam build-up
and
ESC and the use of the existing
deflection
system without any changes. Bearing these
in mind we dwell upon the azimuth
considerations
value e. N 310.50.
Numeric calculation
by the REGZ programne on
the CDC6500 computer confirmed the analytical
estimations
and allowed more precise
position
of the
ESC to be found (see Table I).
Then the radial
position
of the electrostatic
by taking into account
deflector
was calculated
t;he behaviour of the beam envelope (* 70 particles)
at the last and last
but one turns in the range
of initial
radial
amplitudes
Ar = 0.5-2 cm with
the step
A Ar = 0.5 cm. It allowed us to install
the SC plates as shown in Fig. I and Table I. Note
that trajectories
of the particles
lost in the deflectsr
septum
are not shown in Fig. I.

Fig. 2 shows the distribution
of the particle
density
over the radius at the EMC inlet
during
regenerative
build-up.
There is only the interval
of radii
near the beam deflection
system (the last
The electrostatic
deflector
is clearly
3 turns).
seen to affect the changes in the particle
distribution
structure
which lead to smaller
losses
in
the EMC septum owing to separation
of the last
turn from the internal
beam after
passing through
the EX.
Fig. 3 shows the effect of the FSSCon beam
jumping in the FJMC. Noteworthy
is that the beam
jump in the extraction
channel increases
from I.52
the increasing
dispersion
err to I.88 cm. Besides,
in the distribution
in the beam over the jump values
It can be partly
explained
is worth mentioning.
number of particles
within
by an increase in the
the radial
EMC aperture owing to the ESC. It means
that the appropriate
tuning
of the MC, (P), (R)
and ESC to the optimum position
is necessary.
AS
neither
the mean calculated
energy W =
expected,
at
662 MeV nor the energy spread of particles
A W = 22.5 MeV calculated
for the
the EXC 'inlet
given RF phase changed when the electrostatic
defThe same can be said about
lector
was installed.
the ESC effect on the particle
RF phases.
at the MC
Tl-.e extraction
efficiency
mouth was calculated
on the assumption that pardistributed
over the initial
ticles
are equally
amplitudes according to the following
formula:

Cloordinates of the external
of the electrostatic

Table I.

surface of the first
deflector
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0.20

0.31
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Distribution
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of particles
over the radius at the channel inlet
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Table 2.

Parameters of the electrostatic

deflector

. ...*. .
*.*.*. f
*.......,.
..*.*. .
Ediel
apc:I~turYz
!r:lll:
Septum th:cic:css (rrn) , , . . , . , . , t . . ...* .
Effectiv;? aeptwrl thickness (71-n: ..**.* .
Electric
field strength. (kV/c;n> . . . . . . ,
Angular length (deg.) . ..*...,..
Length (cm) ..*.*.*.......,....

Potential

(kV)

*

..,.,.,.,.,...,.

The basic E-Z cnaracteristics
are listed
in Table 2. The parameters of the extraction
system
elements remained unchanged. 1-z is seen that the
potential
of the high-voltzqe
electrode
of the
deflector
is much higher than the ac:ual one (60 kV
with ttie leak current 30 pA) achieved in the experimental study of :hc electric
stre@h
of the 4 1:)
electrostatic
deflector
in the JIM phasotron
Yet,
increasing
the azimuthal
dimension
of ttle
EX from tic optimum (Table 2) to de =?:i” allow:;
the required
1% potential
to bc reducer: to 3’1 k\i.
A,zcordFne to the caioulatlcns,
in this
zase the
orbit
separation
at the entrance to the 1% efter
the main sys:em of radial
oscillation
build-up
an effecis still
iarge enough (Z 5 nm) to allow
tive
injection
in tke ESC. In this case the head
part of the manufactured and tested
electrostatic
deflector
f-r
the JINR phas~tron
could be used
as the ESC

IO
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I. I’hc p3.rsic:ieters <31#1optirrnz:] ;)oi;it ioil of’
the electrostatic
deflect-r
in the
extraction
systerri
of the JIim phasotron has been determined by n:eans
of the beam dynamics calculations
with allowance
for the present characteristics
of the extraction
sy:;te:n el ements.
2. !jitli
the electrostatic
deflector,
the IXNher of particles
which e?‘fecfively
ju~,‘c over tt1c
!L’iC septum ir~~~~ased by a i’ac!;or oi’ I .(>---I.‘!.

nkCAr,Az)

is tilt:
, k$,I*,,!
n”(Ar,Az)
<xunpl itudes
nlrlber of p”stl clc:: wizh ttio in i:ial
AI“ 5?, wtlch arrived in the ch;itlnel without losses,
1s -Lhc: -,otzJ
nmtcrof
parti
cl 13; with
q,,AZ)

Here 6’(Ar,AZ)

amplitude:~

Ar’

=

!.cknowl

ed,-ernent~

A%.

were ob-Gne;:
ii
i;
by the lx;:! p!-oppmr:t: :i:1ill A1 == 2 m, anplitutic
XL%
= I c:,i, :;tcgl A Az =- 0.T cn.
stey: d Ar = 0.7 cm, A%
Im.2.x
incrcazc
‘l’he calzulntlon
showei CL I .7-fold
in the jumping efficiency , It was (t1o’i L 5;:) *rith
?S.l.~XG.f~~r!fo? th2 10SSCaS iii t:lc IX!> 3cpCuzn ijl?.:
L-xc, the I::;se!r at l,hc 12x br21q; 5% 10:~. Losses;
ari3 the scz211!‘.:.
?lc irljc’ztion
coer’at ti-.e F$ll: inle-t
ficien:
cir be fur,-,;her increased i,:it.ll in!.? o-,1 iirncn
tuning of’ the radial
o:jcllletior;
build-u!, s)s~~rn.
he
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